CHERRY BOMB® – DISTURBING THE PEACE SINCE 1968

Street-rodgers, professional racers and DIY car enthusiasts instantly recognize the throaty rumble only legendary Cherry Bomb mufflers deliver. The legend lives on through our portfolio of high performance mufflers and accessories. Available in classic oval and round designs, Cherry Bomb mufflers install easily and sound incredible.

GLASSPACK
The original high-performance Cherry Bomb with its straight-through design maximizes horsepower and offers that classic glasspack sound for cars and trucks.

SALUTE
Stainless steel wool inner wrap with roving fiber is like an iron fist in a velvet glove...a very sophisticated way of blending power, sound, and long life into your vehicle.

EXTREME
For those who live for disturbing the peace, the wing plate and straight through design deliver an aggressive roar, and it is recommended for off-road and race applications.
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TIMELESS STYLE, MODERN PERFORMANCE

Originally developed for the muscle cars of the 60s and 70s, Cherry Bomb mufflers bring the sound that turned heads back then to the street and track today. The difference is improved designs and best-in-class manufacturing. The result is a range of performance exhaust solutions that enable drivers to tune their ride to match their style and personality better than ever. Quality never goes out of style, and neither does Cherry Bomb.

OWN YOUR DESIRE FOR POWER AND SOUND

Cherry Bomb blends tradition with innovation to offer a wide selection of mufflers and broad range of sound and flow options. Our product line includes glasspack, performance and turbo mufflers, all developed specifically to enhance the personality and performance of both vintage and contemporary muscle cars and light trucks.

VORTEX

Cherry Bomb's premier muffler utilizes fiberglass and a patented baffle design to absorb both high and low frequency sounds. Combined with its highly unique reversible installation design, it is the perfect fit for most cars, trucks and UVs.

M-80

Extra-large shell and internals allow for mega-breathing while M-80’s smooth and compact exterior facilitates easy, nearly unlimited installation options.

PRO

The Cherry Bomb Pro’s offset wing plate design delivers a unique Cherry Bomb chambered muffler sound while maximizing airflow for both cars and trucks.

TURBO

Cherry Bomb Turbo reduces back pressure and provides a distinctive sound without high decibel levels. Available for both cars and trucks.

YOUR NEXT MOVE? Getting access to legendary Cherry Bomb mufflers is simple. Call 1 (800) 277-2787 or visit CherryBomb.com.